
AT for Writing
Device, Software or Tool

Platform:
i:iOS, A: Android, W: 
Windows, M: Mac, C: 

Chrome. B: Browser, O: 
Other

Description and other features Cost Additional Resources  Could be considered for 
use with Pre-K students

Read and Write for Education i W M C

Read&Write is a literacy support tool that offers help with everyday tasks like reading 
text out loud, understanding unfamiliar words with access to dictionaries including a 
picture dictionary, the ability to record audio, researching assignments and proofing 
written work.

Free for School Based 
Staff; Offer 30 day 

free trials

MindMeister B

Mind maps are a visual way to organize information to help with comprehension, recall 
of information, and writing planning. Online tool that allows you to create, collaborate 
and share mind maps. Allows a variety of different content beyond text. Users are able 
to add images, videos, notes, comments, and even add attachments to the mind maps. 
Mind maps can be exported to a variety of different platforms including PDFs, PNG 
image files and Microsoft Office Documents. Additionally it integrates with other tools 
like dropbox, google drive, and evernote.

3 free mind maps then 
$6.99 a month

Mural B

Mural is an online tool- that is specifically designed to allow for visual collaboration. 
Allows users to create a variety of visual content- this includes mind maps, diagrams, 
and even some graphic organizers. Provides an array of templates. Some of these 
templates include brainstorming, project planning, journey maps, and more. Multiple 
users can work on the same tool simultaneously and users can organize their files into 
different folders and limit who has access to each folder. The tool also integrates with 
Google drive.

3 free files then $9.99 
a month and up

Mindomo B

Online tool that Allows users to create a variety of different visual diagrams. These 
include mind maps, concept maps, and other visual diagrams. Supports utilizing a 
variety of different inputs beyond text alone. In addition to the text users are able to 
add images, videos, hyper links, task lists, notes and comments. Offers real time 
collaboration. Integrates with a variety of different platforms such as Google Drive, 
Dropbox, and Evernote

3 Free visualizations; 
$3 a month for single 
user; $4.50 a month 

for teacher +75 
students; $9 a month 
for 2 teachers and 80 

students

OmmWriter W M B

Online or downloadable on Windows and Mac. Distraction free writing environment. 
Limited adjustments to font, background image, and music can be made limiting 
distractions. The program saves work automatically and allows users to export files in 
plain text or PDF. Includes a built in thesaurus

Free Trial; Full 
Version $7.78

CoWriter i W M C

CoWriter is a writing tool designed to help users improve their writing skills. Uses 
predictive text technology to suggest words and phrases as users type. Integrates with 
a variety of writing platforms such as Microsoft Word and Google Docs. Uses 
personalized learning algorithms to adapt to and individuals writing needs and styles. 
Also includes a built in dictionary and thesaurus.

Free Trail; $4.99 a 
month or $75 for an 

individual license

ClickerTools i W M B

To find the mobile apps search Crick Software. Integrates with popular learning 
platforms and tools such as Microsoft Word and Google Classroom. Highly 
customizable. Offers word prediction, speech feedback and customizable learning 
grids. Includes picture supports. It provides real-time feedback on spelling, grammar 
and punctuation. In addition to supporting writing these tools can also support reading 
and communication. Also includes a graphic organizer feature. Geared towards 
younger students. The windows and Mac version are switch accessible however the 
iOS version currently is not.

Tiered Pricing on 
Windows and Mac; 
Mobile app limited 
trial. Price starts at 
$660 for 3 years; 

$200 for iOS

DocsPlus i W M B

Integrates with popular learning platforms and tools such as Microsoft Word and 
Google Classroom. Highly customizable. Offers word prediction, speech feedback and 
customizable learning grids. It provides real-time feedback on spelling, grammar and 
punctuation. Includes an integrated document reader and mind mapping tool. Geared 
towards older students more specifically middle and high school aged students. Both 
DocsPlus and the the Clicker tools are made by Crick Software and have a teacher 
dashboard that provides unique insight into each learners writing process.

Tiered Pricing on 
Windows and Mac; 
Mobile app limited 
trial. Price starts at 
$660 for 3 years; 

$200 for iOS

https://www.texthelp.com/products/read-and-write-education/
https://www.mindmeister.com/
http://mural.co/
https://www.mindomo.com/
https://ommwriter.com/
https://learningtools.donjohnston.com/product/cowriter/
https://www.cricksoft.com/us/clicker
https://www.cricksoft.com/us/clicker
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TalkTyper B

Speech to Text tool. TalkTyper is a Web based tool. It is Completely free and does not 
require any installation or registration. Offers a wide range of tools beyond speech to 
text. It also includes the ability to use punctuation commands, editing tools and other 
voice commands to help users control the transcription process. You can either export 
files as plain text files or copy and paste to a different platform Free

Dictation.io B

Speech to Text Tool. It Supports multiple languages. Provides a range of tools beyond 
speech to text. It also includes punctuation commands, editing tools, and voice 
commands. Text can be saved as plain text or copy and pasted to other platforms Free

SpeechNotes B

Speech to Text Tool. This tool is completely free and does not require any installation 
or registration. Provides a wide range of tools beyond speech to text including 
punctuation commands, editing tools, and voice commands. Files can be saved as 
plain text files or copy and pasted to other platform. Free

Ginger B
Written Product Checker. Online tool that provides real time feedback. Includes 
personal dictionary and a text reader feature

Free trail then limited 
free use beyond that.

Grammarly B
Written Product Checker. Online tool that provides real time feedback. Has a 
plagiarism detection tool. Includes tone detector and genre-specific feedback.

Free trail then limited 
free use beyond that.

ProWritingAid B
Written Product Checker. Online tool that provides real time feedback. Includes style 
and consistency suggestions as well a readability feedback.

Free trail then limited 
free use beyond that.

SlickWrite B

Slick Write is a free online writing tool that helps users improve their writing skills by 
providing real-time feedback on spelling, grammar, and style. The tool offers a range of 
features, such as a grammar checker, a thesaurus, and a sentence rephraser, to help 
users improve their writing accuracy and clarity. Slick Write integrates with popular 
word processors and web browsers, making it easy for users to access and use the 
tool. The tool allows users to upload their documents or copy and paste their text 
directly into the application, making it easy to use with any document. Slick Write 
provides a detailed analysis of the text, highlighting potential errors and providing 
suggestions for improvement. The tool also offers a range of customization options, 
allowing users to set their own preferences for style and tone. Free tool.

Kids Wordsmyth B

Online Dictionary. Designed for kids 6-12. Dictionary and Thesaurus that provides age-
appropriate definitions.
Also shows words used in context. Provides picture supports. Includes other tools to 
improve vocabulary such as spelling bee game, vocabulary quizzes and other 
interactive activities.

Limited Free use. 
Then set up in a 

freemium model with 
more access if you set 

up an account and 
even more access if 

you subscribe

Visual Thesaurus B

Visual Thesaurus is an online thesaurus and dictionary that provides a unique visual 
representation of word relationships.
The tool displays word meanings and relationships in a radial map, allowing users to 
explore the connections between words and expand their vocabulary. Visual 
Thesaurus includes over 145,000 words and 115,000 meanings, providing users with a 
comprehensive and detailed resource for language learning and development. The tool 
offers a range of features, such as audio pronunciations, example sentences, and a 
spelling bee game, to help users learn and reinforce their vocabulary skills.
Visual Thesaurus can be customized to suit individual preferences and learning styles, 
allowing users to choose between American or British English, and adjust the font size 
and style.

Free 14 day trial. 
Then set-up in a 

freemium model with 
limited access without 

a subscription

https://talktyper.com/
http://dictation.io/
https://speechnotes.co/
https://www.gingersoftware.com/grammarcheck
https://www.google.com/aclk?sa=l&ai=DChcSEwjEpMrFhbeBAxW-SW8EHQ1kCOoYABAAGgJqZg&gclid=CjwKCAjwjaWoBhAmEiwAXz8DBa8Q3X65hzFEBinbX_pvPHfNZLF_tSkqXkK4rP6L77_TmYettV1XlBoChGYQAvD_BwE&sig=AOD64_10RIH4k8enrBn7ufTdT6JBUlpXCg&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwjk1MDFhbeBAxWLJUQIHVcPCiwQ0Qx6BAgIEAE
https://www.google.com/aclk?sa=l&ai=DChcSEwinmuLchbeBAxWnBa0GHVp2DCUYABACGgJwdg&gclid=CjwKCAjwjaWoBhAmEiwAXz8DBfpnEzauiVVFqJYU03RWX-KclspntJTjRZoJS4HNMgaUGhtT4IoA4hoCqzkQAvD_BwE&sig=AOD64_37DMwCsl7BfRPGSltW6t-oyWC-Lg&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwj-hNjchbeBAxVcIkQIHX6PCl8Q0Qx6BAgHEAE
https://www.slickwrite.com/#!home
http://kids.wordsmyth.net/wild/
https://www.visualthesaurus.com/howitworks/
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Visuwords B

Visuwords is an online graphical dictionary and thesaurus that provides a unique visual 
representation of word relationships. The tool displays word meanings and 
relationships in a web-like map, allowing users to explore the connections between 
words and expand their vocabulary. Visuwords includes over 115,000 words and 
provides detailed definitions, synonyms, antonyms, and related words for each entry, 
making it a comprehensive and valuable resource for language learning and 
development. The tool offers a range of features, such as audio pronunciations, 
example sentences, and the ability to save and share maps, to help users learn and 
reinforce their vocabulary skills. Visuwords can be customized to suit individual 
preferences and learning styles, allowing users to adjust the layout, colors, and fonts to 
suit their needs.

Freemium

https://visuwords.com/

